The Association Between ACE2 Gene Polymorphism and the Stroke Recurrence in Chinese Population.
The angiotensin-converting enzyme 2 (ACE2) is closely associated with cardiovascular disease and cerebrovascular disease. Most studies on ACE2 gene polymorphism focused on its relations with cardiovascular disease, but there was a lack of research on its relations with stroke. Our study aimed to explore the association between 4 single-nucleotidepolymorphisms (SNPs) of ACE2 gene polymorphism and stroke recurrence. In our study, the case group included 125 stroke patients with recurrence and the control group included 153 patients without recurrence. Four SNPs (rs2106809, rs2285666, rs879922, and rs2074192) were genotyped by Ligase detection reaction. The association between stroke recurrence and SNPs were analyzed by multivariate logistic regression. We find no association between ACE2 gene polymorphism and stroke recurrence. Haplotype A-G-C may associate with the stoke recurrence of male patients. The recurrence risk of male stroke patients with hypertension history and rs2285666-C allele is 2.82 times as high as that of those without hypertension history but with T allele. Among male stroke patients with hypertension history, the recurrence risk of those with rs2285666-C allele is 2.38 times as high as those with T allele; and the recurrence risk of those with rs2106809-A allele is 2.12 times as high as those with G allele. But those recurrence risks lose their statistical significance after adjustment for other factors. We find no influence of ACE2 gene polymorphism on stroke recurrence and only find possible interaction between hypertension history and the ACE2 gene in male stroke patients.